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Abstract
Truncated backpropagation through time (TBPTT)
is a popular method for learning in recurrent neural
networks (RNNs) that saves computation and mem-
ory at the cost of bias by truncating backpropagation
after a fixed number of lags. In practice, choosing
the optimal truncation length is difficult: TBPTT will
not converge if the truncation length is too small, or
will converge slowly if it is too large. We propose an
adaptive TBPTT scheme that converts the problem
from choosing a temporal lag to one of choosing a
tolerable amount of gradient bias. For many realis-
tic RNNs, the TBPTT gradients decay geometrically
in expectation for large lags; under this condition, we
can control the bias by varying the truncation length
adaptively. For RNNs with smooth activation func-
tions, we prove that this bias controls the convergence
rate of SGD with biased gradients for our non-convex
loss. Using this theory, we develop a practical method
for adaptively estimating the truncation length during
training. We evaluate our adaptive TBPTT method
on synthetic data and language modeling tasks and
find that our adaptive TBPTT ameliorates the compu-
tational pitfalls of fixed TBPTT. Keywords: recurrent
neural networks, truncated backpropagation through
time, adaptive algorithms, memory decay, non-convex
optimziation
1 Introduction
Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) are a popular
method of processing sequential data for wide range of
tasks such as language modeling, machine translation
and reinforcement learning.
As with most deep neural networks, RNNs are typ-
ically trained with gradient descent. These gradi-
ents can be calculated efficiently using backpropagation
through time (BPTT) which applies backpropagation
to the unrolled network [Werbos et al., 1990]. For long
sequential data, BPTT is both computationally and
memory intensive, hence approximations based on trun-
cating BPTT (TBPTT) have been proposed [Williams
and Zipser, 1995, Sutskever, 2013]. However, this trun-
cation causes the gradients to be biased. When the
truncation level is not sufficiently large, the bias intro-
duced can cause SGD to not converge. In practice, a
large truncation size is chosen heuristically (e.g. larger
than the expected ‘memory’ of the system) or via
cross-validation.
Quantifying the bias due to truncation is difficult.
Depending on the parameters of the RNN, the gradi-
ent bounds for backpropagation either explode or van-
ish [Bengio et al., 1994, Pascanu et al., 2013]. When the
gradients vanish, the bias in TBPTT can be bounded.
Recent work has analyzed conditions for the param-
eters of the RNN to enforce this vanishing gradient
condition [Miller and Hardt, 2019]. However, these
approaches are very restrictive and prevent the RNN
from learning long-term dependencies.
To bound the bias in TBPTT, instead of restricting
the parameters, we formalize the heuristic assump-
tion that the gradients in backpropagation should
rapidly decay for steps beyond the ‘memory’ of the
RNN. Specifically, we assume gradient bounds that
decay exponentially in expectation rather than uni-
formly. Under this assumption, we show that the bias
in TBPTT decays geometrically and also how to esti-
mate an upper bound for this bias given a minibatch of
backpropagated gradients. Using this estimated upper
bound, we propose an adaptive truncation scheme to
control the bias. In addition, we prove non-asymptotic
convergence rates for SGD when the relative bias of
our gradients is bounded. In particular, we show that
when the relative bias, δ < 1, SGD with biased gradi-
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ents converges at the rate (1− δ)−1 compared to SGD
with exact (unbiased) gradients. In our experiments
on synthetic and text data we see that (i) our heuristic
assumption holds empirically for these tasks, (ii) our
adaptive TBPTT method controls the bias, while fixed
TBPTT does not, and (iii) that our adaptive TBPTT
method is competitive with or outperforms the optimal
fixed TBPTT.
The paper is organized as follows. First, we review
generic RNNs and BPTT in Section 2. Then, we
develop our theoretical results in Section 3. Using this
theory, we develop estimators for the bias and propose
an adaptive TBPTT SGD scheme in Section 4. Finally,
we test our proposed adaptive TBPTT training scheme
in Section 5 on both synthetic and language modeling
data.
2 Background
A generic RNN with inputs xt ∈ R dx and hidden states
ht ∈ R dh at time step t evolves as
ht = H(ht−1, xt; θ) (1)
for some function H : R dh×dx → R dh with parameters
θ ∈ Θ (e.g, weights and biases) of the model. This
framework encompasses most popular RNNs. We now
present some examples that we use later.
Simple RNN: A simple RNN is a linear map com-
posed with a non-linear activation function ρ
ht = H(ht−1, xt, θ) = ρ(Wht−1 + Uxt) ,
where the weight matrices W,U are the parameters.
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM): A popular
class of sequence models are LSTMs [Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber, 1997]. The hidden state consists of a
pair of vectors ht = (ct, h˜t)
ft = σ(Wf h˜t−1 + Ufxt)
it = σ(Wih˜t−1 + Uixt)
ot = σ(Woh˜t−1 + Uoxt)
zt = tanh(Wzh˜t−1 + Uzxt)
ct = it ◦ zt + ft ◦ ct−1
h˜t = ot · tanh(ct) ,
where the eight matrices W∗, U∗, for ∗ ∈ {f, i, o, z}
are the parameters, σ is the logistic function, and ◦
denotes elementwise multiplication. LSTMs are exam-
ples of gated-RNNs which capture more complex time
dependence through the use of gate variables ft, it, ot.
Stacked RNNs: RNNs can be composed by stack-
ing the hidden layers. This allows different layers to
learn structure at varying resolutions. Each RNN-layer
treats the output of the previous layer as its input.
Specifically, each layer l = 1, . . . , Nl is described as
h
(l)
t = H(l)(h
(l)
t−1, h
(l−1)
t , θ(l)) ,
where h(0)t = xt.
2.1 Training RNNs
To train an RNN, we minimize a loss that can be decom-
posed into individual time steps L(θ) = 1T
∑T
t=1 Lt(θ).
For example, the individual loss at step t may mea-
sure the accuracy of ht at predicting target outputs
yt ∈ R dy .
Given X = x1:T and L1:T , gradient descent methods
are typically used to train the RNN to minimize the loss.
To scale gradient descent for large T , we use stochastic
gradient descent (SGD), which uses a random estimator
gˆ for the full gradient g = ∇θL.
We first consider estimating g using the gradient of
the loss at a random individual time step, Ls, where
s is a random index drawn uniformly from {1, . . . , T}.
In Section 4.1, we discuss efficient ways of computing
Eq. (3) for multiple losses Ls:s+t simultaneously.
Unrolling the RNN, the gradient of Ls is
∇θLs = ∂Ls
∂θ
+
s∑
k=0
∂Ls
∂hs−k
· ∂hs−k
∂θ
, (2)
which can be efficiently computed using backpropa-
gation through time (BPTT) [Werbos et al., 1990,
Williams and Zipser, 1995].
When s is large, unrolling the RNN is both computa-
tionally and memory prohibitive; therefore in practice,
the backpropagated gradients in Eq. (2) are truncated
after K steps [Williams and Zipser, 1995, Sutskever,
2013]
∇̂θLKs =
∂Ls
∂θ
+
K∑
k=0
∂Ls
∂hs−k
∂hs−k
∂θ
, (3)
where K  T .
Let gˆK = ∇̂θLKs be our stochastic gradient estima-
tor for g truncated at K steps. When K = T , gˆT is an
unbiased estimate for g; however in general for K < T ,
the gradient estimator gˆK is biased, E [gˆK(θ)] 6= g(θ).
In practice, the truncation length K is chosen heuristi-
cally to be “large enough” to capture the memory in
the underlying process, in hope that the bias of gˆK(θ)
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does not affect the convergence of SGD. In general,
there are no guarantees on the size of this bias or the
convergence of the overall optimization for fixed K.
2.2 Vanishing and Exploding Bounds
Let ‖ · ‖ denote the spectral norm for matrices and
Euclidean norm for vectors.
To analyze the bias of gˆK , we are interested in the
behavior of ∂Lt∂ht−k for large k. Pascanu et al. [2013]
observed
∂Lt
∂ht−k
= ∂Lt
∂ht
k∏
r=1
∂ht−r+1
∂ht−r
. (4)
In particular, the repeated product of Jacobian matri-
ces ∂ht∂ht−1 cause Eq. (4) to tend to explode to infinity
or vanish to zero. When θ has an exploding gradient,
then the bias of gˆK is unbounded. When θ has a van-
ishing gradient, then the bias of gˆK is small; however
if the gradient decays too rapidly, the RNN cannot
learn long-term dependences [Bengio et al., 1994, Pas-
canu et al., 2013, Miller and Hardt, 2019]. In practice,
LSTMs and other gated-RNNs have been seen to work
in a middle ground where (for appropriate θ and in-
puts x1:T ) the gate variables prevent the gradient from
exploding or vanishing [Hochreiter and Schmidhuber,
1997, Belletti et al., 2018]. However, gradient bounds,
based on the Jacobian ‖ ∂ht∂ht−1 ‖ ≤ λ, either explode or
vanish ∥∥∥∥ ∂Lt∂ht−k
∥∥∥∥ ≤ ∥∥∥∥∂Lt∂ht
∥∥∥∥ · λk . (5)
In light of Eq. (5), several approaches have been pro-
posed in the literature to restrict θ to control λ.
Unitary training methods have been proposed to
restrict θ such that λ ≈ 1 for all θ, but do not bound
the bias of the resulting gradient [Arjovsky et al., 2016,
Jing et al., 2017, Vorontsov et al., 2017].
Stable or Chaos-Free training methods have been
proposed to restrict θ such that λ < 1 [Laurent and von
Brecht, 2017, Miller and Hardt, 2019]. In particular,
Miller and Hardt [2019] call an RNN H stable for
parameters θ if it is a contraction in h, that is
sup
h,h′∈R dh
x∈R dx
‖H(h, x, θ)−H(h′, x, θ)‖
‖h− h′‖ ≤ λ < 1 (6)
and call an RNN H data-dependent stable if the supre-
mum over Eq. (6) is restricted to observed inputs x ∈ X.
Let Θλ-Stable be the set of parameters θ satisfying
Eq. (6) and ΘXλ-Stable be the set of parameters θ satis-
fying the data-dependent version.
Miller and Hardt [2019] show that if θ ∈ Θλ-Stable the
RNN gradients have an exponential forgetting property
(as ‖∂H∂h ‖ < λ), which prevents the RNN from learning
long-term dependences. We desire conditions on θ
where we can bound the bias, but are less restrictive
than Eq. (6).
3 Theory
In this section, we consider bounding the bias in
TBPTT when θ satisfies a relaxation of the contraction
restriction Eq. (6). Under this condition and a bound
on ‖∂ht/∂θ‖, we show that both the absolute bias and
relative bias are bounded and decay geometrically for
large K. Finally, we prove the convergence rate of
SGD for gradients with bounded relative bias. Full
proofs of theorems can be found in the Supplement.
3.1 Geometric Decay for Large Lags
To reduce notation, we define φk = ‖ ∂Ls∂hs−k ‖ to be the
gradient norm of loss Ls at time s with respect to
the hidden state k lags in the past. Note that φk is a
random variable as s is a random index.
Our relaxation of Eq. (6) is to assume the norm of
the backpropagated gradient φk decays geometrically,
on average for large enough lags k. More formally,
Assumption (A-1). For θ fixed, there exists β ∈
(0, 1) and τ ≥ 0 such that
E [φk+1] ≤ β · E [φk] , for all k ≥ τ (7)
This generalizes the vanishing gradient condition to
hold in expectation.
To contrast (A-1) with θ ∈ Θλ-Stable, we observe
that if θ ∈ Θλ-Stable then the gradient norms φk must
uniformly decay exponentially
φk+1 ≤ λ · φk for all k . (8)
Eq. (7) is less restrictive than Eq. (8) as φk+1 ≤ β ·
φk only occurs for k > τ and in expectation rather
than uniformly. Denote the set of θ that satisfy (A-
1) with β, τ for inputs X = x1:T as ΘXβ,τ . Then, we
have Θλ-Stable ⊆ ΘXλ-Stable ⊂ ΘXβ,τ for (β, τ) = (λ, 0).
Therefore (A-1) is a more general condition.
For illustration, we present two examples where θ ∈
ΘXβ,τ but θ /∈ ΘXλ-Stable.
Nilpotent Linear RNN: Consider a simple RNN
with linear activation ht = Wht−1 + Uxt where W is
a nilpotent matrix with index k, that is W k = 0. Then
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∂ht/∂ht−k = W k = 0 hence (W,U) ∈ ΘX0,k; however
the norm ‖∂ht/∂ht−k‖ = ‖W‖ can be arbitrarily large,
thus (W,U) /∈ Θλ-Stable. For this example, although H
is not stable, k-repeated composition ht = (H ◦ · · · ◦
H)(ht−k, xt−k+1:t) is stable.
Unstable RNN with Resetting: Consider a
generic RNN with θ chosen such that H is unstable,
Lipschitz with constant λ > 1, but with a resetting
property H(h, x) = 0, whenever x ∈ X0. Then,
E S [φk+1] ≤ Pr(xs, . . . , xs−k+1 /∈ X0) · λ · E S [φk]
Although the RNN is unstable, if the probability
{xs, . . . , xs−k+1} hits the resetting set X0 is greater
than 1 − βλ−1 for sufficiently large k and for some
β < 1, then Pr(xs, . . . , xs−k+1 /∈ X0) ·λ ≤ β and there-
fore θ ∈ Θβ,k with θ /∈ ΘXλ-Stable. For this example,
although H is not stable, properties of input distri-
bution xt can lead to H have vanishing gradients in
expectation.
3.2 TBPTT Bias Bounds
We now show the usefulness of assumption (A-1), that
is if θ ∈ ΘXβ,τ , then the bias of TBPTT is bounded and
decays geometrically in K. To do so, we additionally
assume the partial derivatives of the hidden state with
respect to the parameters is bounded.
Assumption (A-2). For θ fixed, there exists M <∞
such that ‖∂H(xt,ht,θ)∂θ ‖ ≤M for all t.
For most typical RNNs, where θ are weights and
biases, if the inputs xt and ht are bounded then M
can be bounded and assumption (A-2) holds.
We now show both the bias of TBPTT is guaranteed
to decay geometrically for large K.
Theorem 1 (Bias Bound). If (A-1) and (A-2) hold
for θ, then the absolute bias is upper bounded as
‖E [gˆK(θ)]− g(θ)‖ ≤ E(K, θ) ,
where
E(K, θ) =
M · E
[∑τ−1
k=K+1 φk +
φτ
1−β
]
, K < τ
M · E [φτ ] · β
K−τ
1−β , K ≥ τ
.
And the relative bias is upper bounded by
‖E [gˆK(θ)]− g(θ)‖
‖g(θ)‖ ≤ ∆(K, θ) ,
where
∆(K, θ) = E(K, θ)maxk≤K ‖E gˆk(θ)‖ − E(k, θ) .
when the denominator is positive.
Note that E(K, θ) decays geometrically for K ≥ τ
and therefore ∆(K, θ) decays geometrically for large
enough K (as the denominator is monotone increasing).
Using this upper bound, we define κ(δ, θ) to be the
smallest truncation length for the parameters θ with
guaranteed relative bias less than δ. That is
κ(δ, θ) = min
K
{∆(K, θ) < δ} . (9)
The geometric decay in ∆(K, θ) ensures κ(δ, θ) is small.
Finally, we define the adaptive TBPTT gradient es-
timator to be gˆ(θ) = gˆκ(δ,θ)(θ), which truncates BPTT
after κ(δ, θ) steps and therefore has relative bias less
than δ.
3.3 SGD with Biased Gradients
We use stochastic gradient descent (SGD) to learn θ
θn+1 = θn − γn · gˆ(θn) , (10)
where {γn}Nn=1 are stepsizes. When using SGD for
non-convex optimization, such as in training RNNs,
we are interested in convergence to stationary points
of L, where θ is called a -stationary point of L(θ) if
‖g(θ)‖2 ≤  [Nesterov, 2013].
Usually the stochastic gradients gˆ are assumed to be
unbiased; however during training RNNs with TBPTT,
the truncated gradients are biased. Based on Sec-
tion 3.2, we consider the case when gˆ(θ) has a bounded
relative bias,
‖E [gˆ(θ)]− g(θ)‖ ≤ δ‖g(θ)‖, ∀θ . (11)
such as for our adaptive estimator gˆ(θ) = gˆκ(δ,θ)(θ).
For gradients with bounded relative bias δ < 1 (and
the additional assumptions below), Poljak and Tsyp-
kin [1973] and Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis [1989] prove
that the averaged SGD sequence θn asymptotically
converges to a stationary point when the stepsizes
are γn ∝ n−1. However, non-asymptotic convergence
rates are also of interest, as they are useful in prac-
tice to understand the non-asymptotic performance
of the algorithm. Ghadimi and Lan [2013] prove non-
asymptotic convergence rates for SGD with unbiased
gradients. We extend these results to the case of SGD
with biased gradients. Similar results were previously
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investigated by Chen and Luss [2018], but with weaker
bounds1.
For our SGD convergence bound we need two addi-
tional assumptions.
Assumption (A-3). The gradients are L-Lipschitz
‖g(θ)− g(θ′)‖ ≤ L‖θ − θ′‖, ∀θ, θ′ .
This assumption holds for generic RNNs as long as
the activation functions are smooth (e.g. σ or tanh, but
not RELU). Second, we assume that the variance of our
stochastic gradient estimator is uniformly bounded.
Assumption (A-4). E ‖gˆ(θ)− E gˆ(θ)‖2 ≤ σ2 for all
θ.
We can now present our main theorem regarding
convergence rates of SGD with biased gradients.
Theorem 2 (SGD with Biased Gradients). If the
relative bias of gˆ(θ) is bounded by δ < 1 for all θn and
(A-3) and (A-4) both hold, then SGD, Eq. (10), with
stepsizes γn ≤ 1−δL(1+δ)2 satisfies
min
n=1,...,N+1
‖g(θn)‖2 ≤ 2DL + Lσ
2∑N
n=1 γ
2
n
(1− δ)∑Nn=1 γn , (12)
where DL = (L(θ1)−minθ∗ L(θ∗)).
In particular, the optimal fixed stepsize for N fixed
is γn =
√
2DL/(NLσ2), for which the bound is
min
n=1,...,N+1
‖g(θn)‖2 ≤ 11− δ ·
√
8DLLσ2
N
. (13)
When δ = 0, Thm. 2 reduces to the smooth non-
convex convergence rate bound [Ghadimi and Lan,
2013]. The price of biased gradients in SGD is the
factor (1− δ)−1.
In practice, when the constants in Thm. 2 are un-
known (e.g. DL), we can use a decaying stepsize
γn = γ · n−1/2. Once γn ≤ 1−δL(1+δ)2 , Thm. 2 implies
min
n=1,...,N+1
‖g(θn)‖2 = O
(
1
1− δ ·
logn√
n
)
. (14)
Thm. 2 provides bounds of the form minn ‖g(θn)‖2 <
, but does not say which iterate is best. This can be ac-
counted for by using a random-stopping time [Ghadimi
and Lan, 2013] or using variance reduction methods
such as SVRG [Reddi et al., 2016]. We leave these ex-
tensions as future work. In our experiments, we select
θn by evaluating performance on a validation set.
1They consider the case of consistent but biased estimators,
where the gradients are uniformly bounded and the relative error
is controlled with high probability (rather than in expectation).
See the Supplement for additional discussion.
What happens when (A-1) is violated? We do
not restrict θ to ΘXβ,τ during training, therefore when-
ever θn /∈ Θβ,τ (or in practice when κ(δ, θn) is larger
than our computational budget allows), we are not
able to construct gˆ(θn) such that the relative bias is
bounded. In these cases, we use gˆ = gˆKmax for some
large truncation Kmax. Although gˆKmax does not sat-
isfy (A-1), we assume the stationary points of interest
θ∗ are in ΘXβ,τ and that eventually θn ends in a neigh-
borhood of a θ∗ that is a subset of Θβ,τ where our
theory holds.
The advantage of an adaptive κ(δ, θ) over a fixed K
is that it ensures convergence when possible (relative
bias δ < 1), while being able to get away with using
a smaller K during optimization for computational
speed-ups.
4 Adaptive TBPTT
The theory in Sec. 3 naturally suggests an adaptive
TBPTT algorithm that we summarize in Alg. 1. Our
method selects a truncation level by periodically esti-
mating κ(δ, θ) over the course of SGD. In this section
we describe our implementation of adaptive TBPTT
and how to estimate the quantities necessary to choose
the truncation level2.
Algorithm 1 Adaptive TBPTT
1: Input: initial parameters θ0, initial truncation K0,
stepsizes γ1:N , relative bias tolerance δ, batch size
S, window size R
2: for n = 0, . . . , N − 1 do
. Compute adaptive truncation
3: Sample random minibatch S of size S
4: Calculate φk using BPTT(R, 1) for Eq. (18)
5: Calculate PˆS [φk] for k ∈ [0, R] using Eq. (20)
6: Estimate βˆ using Eq. (21) or (22)
7: Set Kn = κˆ(δ, θ) using Eq. (25)
. Update θ with streaming gradients
8: for m = 1, . . . , T/Kn do
9: Get minibatch Sm defined in Eq. (17)
10: Calculate gˆ(θn) = BPTT(2Kn,Kn) on Sm
11: Set θn = θn − γn ·
√
Kn · gˆ(θn)
12: end for
13: Set θn+1 = θn
14: end for
15: Return θ1:N .
2Code for our implementation and experiments is available
at https://github.com/aicherc/adaptive_tbptt.
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4.1 Computing TBPTT Gradients
Following Williams and Zipser [1995], we denote
BPTT(K1,K2) to be truncated backpropagation for
K2 losses Ls−K2+1:s backpropagated over K1 steps,
that is
BPTT(K1,K2) =
1
K2
K2−1∑
k′=0
K1∑
k=s−t
∂Ls−k′
∂hs−k
· ∂hs−k
∂θ
(15)
which can be computed efficiently using the recursion
bk =

bk−1 · ∂hs−k+1
∂hs−k
+ ∂Ls−k
∂hs−k
if k < K2
bk−1 · ∂hs−k+1
∂hs−k
if k ≥ K2
(16)
with BPTT(K1,K2) = 1K2
∑K1
k=0 bk · ∂hs−k∂θ . It is impor-
tant to include the normalization factor 1K2 , to ensure
regularizations (such as dropout or weight decay) do
not change for different values of K2.
When K1 = K and K2 = 1, then we obtain
BPTT(K, 1) = gˆK . However, individually calculat-
ing S samples of gˆK using BPTT(K, 1) takes O(JK)
computation; whereas the same gradients (plus ex-
tra lags) can be computed using BPTT(J +K,K) in
O(J +K) time. In practice a popular default setting
is to set K1 = K2 = K (as done in TensorFlow [Abadi
et al., 2016]); however this overweights small lags, as
the k-th loss is only backpropagated only K − k steps.
To ensure all K losses are backpropagated at least K
steps, in our experiments we use BPTT(2K,K).
We also scale the gradient updates γngˆ by
√
Kn to
account for the decreasing variance in BPTT(2K,K)
as K increases. If we did not scale the gradient up-
dates, then as K increases, the resulting increase in
the computational cost per step is not offset.
To handle the initialization of hs−k in Eq. (15), we
partition {1, . . . , T} into T/K contiguous subsequences
Sm = [(m− 1) ∗K + 1, . . . ,m ∗K] . (17)
By sequentially processing Sm in order, the final hidden
state of the RNN on Sm can be used as the input for
the RNN on Sm+1.
4.2 Estimating the Geometric Decay
Rate
A prerequisite for determining our adaptive truncation
level is estimating the geometric rate of decay in Eq. (7),
β, and the lag at which it is valid, τ . We consider the
case where we are given a batch of gradient norms φk
for s in a random minibatch S of size |S| = S that are
backpropagated over a window k ∈ [0, R]{
φk =
∥∥∥∥ ∂Ls∂hs−k
∥∥∥∥ : s ∈ S, k ∈ [0, R]} . (18)
The gradient norms φk can be computed iteratively
in parallel using the same architecture as truncated
backpropagation BPTT(R, 1). The window size R
should be set to some large value. This should be
larger than the τ of the optimal θ∗. The window size
R can be large, since we only estimate β periodically.
We first focus on estimating β given an estimate
τˆ > τ . We observe that if τˆ ≥ τ and (A-1) holds, then
log β ≥ max
k′>k≥τˆ
logE [φk]− logE [φk′ ]
k − k′ . (19)
Eq. (19) states that log β bounds the slope of logE [φt]
between any pair of points larger than τ .
Using Eq. (19), we propose two methods for estimat-
ing β. We replace the expectation E with the empirical
approximation based on the minibatch S
E [f(s)] ≈ PˆS [f(s)] := 1‖S‖
∑
s∈S
f(s). (20)
Substituting the empirical approximation into
Eq. (19) and restricting the points to [τˆ , R], we ob-
tain
βˆ = log
[
max
τˆ≤k<k′≤R
log PˆS [φk]− log PˆS [φk′ ]
k − k′
]
. (21)
Because this estimate of β is based on the maximum
it is sensitive to noise: a single noisy pair of PˆS [φk]
completely determines βˆ when using Eq. (21). To
reduce this sensitivity, we could use a (1− α) quantile
instead of strict max; however, to account for the
noise in PˆS [φk], we use linear regression, which is a
weighted-average of the pairs of slopes
β˜ = log
[∑
k,k′(log PˆS [φk]− log PˆS [φk′ ](k − k′)]∑
k,k′(k − k′)2
]
.
(22)
This estimator is not guaranteed to be consistent for an
upper bound on β (i.e. as |S| → T , β˜ 6≥ β); however,
we found Eq. (22) performed better in practice.
The correctness and efficiency of both methods de-
pends on the size of both the minibatch S and the
window [τˆ , R]. Larger minibatches improve the ap-
proximation accuracy of PˆS . Large windows [τˆ , R] are
necessary to check (A-1), but also lead to additional
noise.
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In practice, we set τˆ to be a fraction of R; in our
experiments we did not see much variability in βˆ once
τˆ was sufficiently large, therefore we use τˆ = 910R.
4.3 Estimating the Truncation Level
To estimate κ(δ, θ) in Eq. (9), we obtain empirical
estimates for the absolute and relative biases of the
gradient.
Given βˆ, τˆ , our estimated bound for the absolute
bias is
Eˆ(K, θ) =
Mˆ · PˆS
[∑τˆ−1
k=K+1 φk +
φS,τˆ
1−βˆ
]
, K < τˆ
Mˆ · PˆS [φτˆ ] · βˆ
K−τˆ
1−βˆ , K ≥ τˆ
(23)
where we estimate an upper-bound Mˆ for M by keep-
ing track of an upper-bound for hs,t and xs,t during
training.
Similarly, our estimated bound for the relative bias
is
∆ˆ(K, θ) = Eˆ(K, θ)‖maxk≤K PˆS [gˆk(θ)]‖ − Eˆ(k, θ)
(24)
In our implementation, we make the simplifying as-
sumption that ‖PˆS [gˆK/Mˆ ]‖ ≈ PˆS‖
∑K
k=0 φk‖, which
allows us to avoid calculating Mˆ .
Our estimate for K with relative error δ is
κˆ(δ, θ) = min
K∈[Kmin,Kmax]
{∆ˆ(K, θ) < δ} , (25)
where Kmin and Kmax are user-specified bounds.
4.4 Runtime Analysis of Algorithm 1
Our adaptive TBPTT scheme, Algorithm 1, consists
of estimating the truncation length (lines 3-7) and
updating the parameters with SGD using TBPTT
(lines 8-12); whereas a fixed TBPTT scheme skips lines
3-7.
Updating the parameters with BPTT(2K,K)
streaming over {1, . . . , T} (lines 8-12), takes O(T/K ·
K) = O(T ) time and memory3. The additional com-
putational cost of adaptive TBPTT (lines 3-7) is domi-
nated by the calculation of gradient norms φk, Eq. (18),
using BPTT(R, 1), which takes O(R) time and mem-
ory. If we update the truncation length α times each
epoch, then the total cost for adaptive TBPTT is
3As K increases, BPTT(2K,K) takes more time per step
O(K), but there are less steps per epoch O(T/K); hence the
overall computation time is O(T )
O(T + αR). Therefore, the additional computation
cost is negligible when αR << T .
In Algorithm 1, we only update K once per epoch
(α = 1); however more frequent updates (α < 1) allow
for less stale estimates at additional computational
cost.
5 Experiments
In this section we demonstrate the advantages of our
adaptive TBPTT scheme (Algorithm 1) in both syn-
thetic copy and language modeling tasks. For each
task, we compare using fixed TBPTT and our adap-
tive TBPTT to train RNNs with SGD. We evaluate
performance using perplexity (PPL) on the test set, for
the θn that achieve the best PPL on the validation set.
To make a fair comparison, we measure PPL against
the number of data passes (epochs) used in training
(counting the data used to estimate κˆ(δ, θn)). We also
evaluate the relative bias of our gradient estimates δ
and truncation length K. For our experiments with
SGD, we use a fixed learning rate chosen to be the
largest power of 10 such that SGD did not quickly di-
verge. In section 5.3, we demonstrate that the best θn
appear to satisfy (A-1) (e.g., θ ∈ Θβ,λ) by presenting
the gradient norms E [φk] against lag k. In the Supple-
ment we present additional experiments, applying our
adaptive TBPTT scheme to temporal point process
modeling [Du et al., 2016].
5.1 Synthetic Copy Experiment
The ‘copy’ synthetic task is used to test the RNN’s
ability to remember information seen earlier [Hochre-
iter and Schmidhuber, 1997, Arjovsky et al., 2016, Jing
et al., 2017, Vorontsov et al., 2017]. We consider a
special variant of this task from [Mujika et al., 2018],
which we review now. Let A = {ai} be a set of symbols,
where the first I represent data and remaining two rep-
resent “blank” and “start recall”. Each input consists
of sequence of m random data symbols followed by
the “start recall” symbol and m− 1 more blanks. The
desired output consists of m blanks followed by the
original sequence of m data symbols. For example
when m = 6 and A = {A,B,C,−,#}
Input: ACBBAB#-----
Output: ------ACBBAB
We concatenate multiple of such inputs to construct
x1:T and multiple outputs to construct y1:T . We expect
that TBPTT with K > m will perform well, while
K < m will perform poorly.
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Figure 1: Synthetic Copy Results: (left) Test PPL vs epoch, (center) κˆ(δ, θn) vs epoch (right) δˆ(K) vs epoch. (Top)
fixed m = 10, (bottom) variable m ∈ [5, 10]. Error bars are 95 percentiles over 50 minibatch estimates. Solid dark
lines are our adaptive TBPTT methods, dashed colored lines are fixed TBPTT baselines. We see that the adaptive
method converges in fewer epochs (left), while maintaining a controlled relative bias δ(K) ≤ δ (right).
In our experiments, we consider both a fixed m = 10
and a variable m drawn uniformly over [5, 10]. For the
variable copy length experiment, we expect TBPTT
to degrade more gradually as K decreases. We set
I = 6 and use training data of length T = 256, 000 and
validation and test data of length T = 64, 000.
Model and Training Setup We train separate 2-
layer LSTMs with a embedding input layer and a linear
output-layer to both the fixed- and variable- copy tasks
by minimizing the cross-entropy loss. The embedding
dimension is set to 6 and hidden and cell dimensions of
the LSTM layers are set to 50. We train θ using SGD
using a batchsize of S = 64 and a fixed learning rate
of γ = 1.0 with fixed TBPTT K ∈ [5, 10, 15, 20, 30]
and our adaptive TBPTT method δ ∈ [0.9, 0.5, 0.1],
W = 100, K0 = 15 and [Kmin,Kmax] = [2, 100]. We
set W = 100, K0 = 15 and [Kmin,Kmax] = [2, 100] for
Algorithm 1.
Results Figure 1 shows the results for the synthetic
copy task. The left figures present the test set PPL
against the number of data epochs used in training.
We see that adaptive methods (black solid lines) per-
form as well as or better than the best fixed methods
(colored dashed). In particular, TBPTT with K = 5
(blue) does not learn how to accurately predict the
outputs as K is too small 5 = K ≤ m = 10. On the
other hand, K = 30 (purple) takes much longer to
converge. The center figures show how κˆ(δ, θn) evolves
for the adaptive TBPTT methods over training. The
adaptive methods initially use small K as the back-
propagated gradient vanish rapidly in the early epochs;
however as the adaptive TBPTT methods learn θ the
necessary K for a relative error of δ increases until they
eventually level off at κ(δ, θN ). The right figures show
the estimated relative bias δ of the gradient estimates
during training. We see that the adaptive methods are
able to roughly control δ to be less than their target
values, while the fixed methods initially start with low
δ and before increasing and leveling off. Additional
figures for the validation PPL and tables of numerical
values can be found in the Supplement.
5.2 Language Modeling Experiments
We also evaluate performance on language modeling
tasks, where the goal is to predict the next word. We
train and evaluate models on both the Penn Treebank
(PTB) corpus [Marcus et al., 1993, Mikolov et al., 2010]
and the Wikitext-2 (Wiki2) corpus [Merity et al., 2016].
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Figure 2: Language Modeling Results. (left) Test PPL vs epoch, (center) κˆ(δ, θn) vs Epoch, (right) δˆ(K) vs epoch.
(Top) PTB (bottom) Wiki2. Error bars are 95 percentiles over 50 minibatch estimates. Solid dark lines are our
adaptive TBPTT methods, dashed colored lines are fixed TBPTT baselines. Our adaptive methods are competitive
with the best fixed K methods, while controlling the relative bias.
The PTB corpus contains about 1 millon tokens with a
truncated vocabulary of 10k. The Wikitext-2 is twice
the size of PTB and with a vocabulary of 30k.
Model and Training Setup For both the PTB
and Wiki2 corpus, we train 1-layer LSTMs with a
word embedding layer input and a linear output layer.
The embedding dimension, hidden state, and cell state
dimensions are all 900 for the PTB following [Lei et al.,
2017] and 512 for the Wiki2 corpus following [Miller
and Hardt, 2019]. We use a batchsize of S = 32
and a fixed learning rate of γ = 10 for fixed TBPTT
K ∈ [10, 50, 100, 200, 300] and our adaptive TBPTT
method δ ∈ [0.9, 0.5, 0.1]. We set W = 400, K0 = 100
and [Kmin,Kmax] = [10, 400] for Algorithm 1.
Results Figure 2 (left) presents the test PPL andKn
against the training epoch for both language modeling
tasks. We again see that our adaptive methods are
competitive with the best fixed K methods, while
controlling the relative bias. From the K(δ, θn) vs
epoch figures, our adaptive method seems to quickly
converge to a constant. Therefore, on the real language
data task, we have transformed the problem of selecting
a fixed-K to choosing a continuous parameter δ ∈ (0, 1).
Additional figures for the validation PPL and tables of
numerical values can be found in the Supplement.
5.3 Empirically Checking (A-1)
Figure 3 plots the gradient norm φk = ∂Ls/∂hs−k vs k
evaluated at the best θn (as measured on the validation
set). Note that the y-axis is on a log-scale We see that
the expected norm PˆS [φk] (blue-line) of the gradients
decay geometrically for large k; however any individual
φk (gray lines) are quite noisy and do not strictly decay.
Therefore it appears that our RNNs satisfy (A-1), even
though they are unstable, and thus the relative bias
can be bounded.
5.4 Challenges in higher dimensions
During our experiments, we found that when training
RNNs with high-dimensional h, but without introduc-
ing regularization on θ (in the form of dropout or
weight decay), our estimates βˆ were often close to or
greater than 1; therefore our conservative relative error
bound lead to extremely large (impractical) trunca-
tion estimates K. During inspection, we found that
although most dimensions of ∂Ls∂hs−k decay rapidly with
k, a few dimensions did not and these dimensions cause
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Figure 3: Gradient Norms φk vs k at the best θ showing
geometric decay in expectation (blue line) for large k.
The gray lines are separate draws of φk. (Top-left)
fixed-length ‘copy’ task, (top-right) variable-length
‘copy’ task, (bottom-left) PTB, (bottom-right) Wiki2.
the overall norm ‖ ∂Ls∂hs−k ‖ to decay slowly, thus βˆ ≈ 1.
However if these dimensions do not influence ∂L/∂θ
(i.e. if ∂ht∂θ is close to zero), then these dimensions
should be ignored. Therefore, to better apply our re-
sults to higher-dimensional h, we suspect one should
replace the Euclidean norm with a norm that weights
dimensions of ∂Ls∂hs−t by
∂ht
∂θ (such as the Mahalanobis
norm ‖x‖Σ = xTΣ−1x for some positive definite matrix
Σ), but we leave this for future work.
6 Discussion
In this work, we developed an adaptively truncating
BPTT scheme for RNNs that satistify a generalized
vanishing gradient property. We show that if the gradi-
ent decays geometrically in expectation (A-1), then we
can control the relative bias of TBPTT (Theorem 1)
and guarantee non-asymptotic convergence bounds for
SGD (Theorem 2). We additionally show how to take
advantage of these ideas in practice in Algorithm 1,
by developing estimators for the relative bias based on
backpropagated gradients. We evaluate our proposed
method on synthetic copy tasks and language model-
ing and find it performs similarly to the best fixed-K
TBPTT schemes, while still controlling the relative
bias of the gradient estimates. In future work, we are
interested in methods that restrict the parameters to
Θβ,τ and alternatives to the Euclidean norm for our
error bounds in Section 3.2.
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Supplementary Material
We start the supplement from ‘B’ to avoid confusion between equation numbering and assumption numbering in
the main text for (A−#).
B Proofs for Section 3
B.1 Proof of Theorem 1
The proof of Theorem 1 consists of two part. First we bound the absolute bias by E(K, θ) using assumptions (A-1)
and (A-2). Then we bound the relative bias using the triangle inequality
Proof of Theorem 1. The bias of gˆK is bounded by the expected error between gˆK and gˆT
‖E [gˆK(θ)]− g(θ)‖ = ‖E [gˆK(θ)− gˆT (θ)]‖ ≤ E [‖gˆK(θ)− gˆT (θ)‖] . (B.1)
Applying the triangle-inequality to the difference between gˆK and gˆT gives
‖gˆK(θ)− gˆT (θ)‖ =
∥∥∥∥∥
s∑
k=K+1
∂Ls
∂hs−k
· ∂hs−k
∂θ
∥∥∥∥∥ ≤
s∑
k=K+1
∥∥∥∥ ∂Ls∂hs−k
∥∥∥∥ · ∥∥∥∥∂hs−k∂θ
∥∥∥∥ ≤ s∑
k=K+1
∥∥∥∥ ∂Ls∂hs−k
∥∥∥∥ ·M , (B.2)
where in the last inequality we apply the assumption (A-2), ‖∂ht/∂θ‖ < M for all t. Taking the expectation with
respect to s of both sides of Eq. (B.2) gives
E [‖gˆK(θ)− gˆT (θ)‖] ≤
s∑
k=K+1
E
∥∥∥∥ ∂Ls∂hs−k
∥∥∥∥ ·M = s∑
k=K+1
E [φk] ·M , (B.3)
where we recall that φk = ‖∂Ls/∂hs−k‖.
Recursively applying assumption (A-2) to E [φτ+t] gives
E [φτ+t] ≤ β · E [φτ+t−1] ≤ . . . ≤ βt · E [φτ ] . (B.4)
Combining Eqs. (B.1), (B.3), and (B.4) gives us the first half of the result
‖E [gˆK(θ)]− g(θ)‖ ≤ E [‖gˆK(θ)− gˆT (θ)‖] ≤
s∑
k=K+1
E [φk] ·M = E(K, θ) . (B.5)
To bound the relative error, we apply the reverse triangle inequality to ‖g(θ)‖
‖g(θ)‖ ≥ ‖E [gˆK(θ)]‖ − ‖E [gˆK(θ)]− g(θ)‖ ≥ ‖E [gˆK(θ)]‖ − E(K, θ) , (B.6)
when ‖E [gˆK(θ)]‖ − E(K, θ) > 0.
Since E(K, θ) is an upper bound for the numerator and ‖E [gˆK(θ)]‖−E(K, θ) is a lower bound for the denominator,
we obtain the result
‖E [gˆK(θ)]− g(θ)‖
‖g(θ)‖ ≤
E(K, θ)
‖E [gˆK(θ)]‖ − E(K, θ) = δ(K, θ) . (B.7)
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B.2 Proof of Theorem 2
Let 〈x1, x2〉 denote the inner-product between two vectors.
We first presents some Lemmas involving gˆ(θ) and g(θ) when the gradient has bounded relative bias δ.
Lemma 1. If gˆ(θ) has bounded relative bias of δ then
E 〈g(θ), gˆ(θ)− g(θ)〉 ≤ δ‖g(θ)‖2 and E 〈g(θ), gˆ(θ)〉 ≥ (1− δ)‖g(θ)‖2 (B.8)
Proof of Lemma 1. The first inequality follows from the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and bound on relative bias
E 〈g(θ), gˆ(θ)− g(θ)〉 = 〈g(θ),E [gˆ(θ)]− g(θ)〉 ≤ ‖g(θ)‖‖E [gˆ(θ)− g(θ)‖ ≤ δ‖g(θ)‖2 . (B.9)
The second inequality follows immediately from the first
〈g(θ), gˆ(θ)〈= 〈g(θ), g(θ)〉+ 〈g(θ), gˆ(θ)− g(θ)〉 ≤ ‖g(θ)‖2 − δ‖g(θ)‖2 = (1− δ)‖g(θ)‖2 . (B.10)
The next lemma bounds the second moment of ‖gˆ(θ)‖.
Lemma 2. If gˆ has bounded relative bias δ and bounded variance σ2 for all θ (assumption (A-4)), then
E [‖gˆ‖2] ≤ (1 + δ)2‖g‖2 + σ2 . (B.11)
Proof of Lemma 2.
‖gˆ‖2 = ‖g‖2 + 2〈g, gˆ − g〉+ ‖gˆ − g‖2 (B.12)
Take the expectation, we obtain the result
E ‖gˆ‖2 = ‖g‖2 + 2E 〈g, gˆ − g〉+ E ‖gˆ − g‖2 , (B.13)
where expand the mean-squared error into the bias squared plus variance
E ‖gˆ − g‖2 = ‖E gˆ − g‖2 + E ‖gˆ − E gˆ‖2 ≤ δ2‖g‖2 = σ2 . (B.14)
Therefore
E ‖gˆ‖2 ≤ ‖g‖2 + 2δ‖g‖2 + (δ2‖g‖2 + σ2) = (1 + δ)2‖g‖2 + σ2 (B.15)
We now begin the proof of Theorem 2 which builds off the proof in [Ghadimi and Lan, 2013].
Proof of Theorem 2. From the L-smoothness of L, assumption (A-3), we have
L(θ)− L(θ′)− |〈g(θ), θ − θ′〉| ≤ L2 ‖θ
′ − θ‖2, ∀θ, θ′ . (B.16)
Substituting θ = θn+1 and θ′ = θn, where θn+1 and θn are connected through SGD Eq. (10), we obtain
L(θn+1) ≤ L(θn) + 〈g(θn), θn+1 − θn〉+ L2 ‖θn+1 − θn‖
2 (B.17)
= L(θn)− γn〈g(θn), gˆ(θn)〉+ L2 γ
2
n‖gˆ(θn)‖2 . (B.18)
Taking the expectation with respect to gˆ(θn) on both sides and using Lemmas 1 and 2 gives us
EL(θn+1) = L(θn)− γnE 〈g(θn), gˆ(θn)〉+ L2 γ
2
nE ‖gˆ(θn)‖2 (B.19)
≤ L(θn)− γn(1− δ)‖g(θn)‖2 + L2 γ
2
n((1 + δ)2‖g(θn)‖2 + σ2) . (B.20)
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Rearranging terms with γn gives
γn(1− δ)
2
(
2− γnL(1 + δ)
2
(1− δ)
)
· ‖g(θn)‖2 ≤ L(θn)− EL(θn+1) + γ2n
Lσ2
2 . (B.21)
As we assume the stepsizes are γn < 1−δL(1+δ)2 , therefore (2 + γn
L(1+δ)2
(1−δ) ) < 1 and we can drop these terms. Taking
the summation over n and taking the expectation with respect to gˆ(θn) for n = 1, . . . , N we obtain
N∑
n=1
γn
(1− δ)
2 · minn∈[1,N+1] ‖g(θn)‖
2 ≤ L(θ1)− EL(θN+1) +
N∑
n=1
γ2n
Lσ2
2 . (B.22)
Finally, we divide both sides by
∑
n γn
1−δ
2 and apply EL(θN+1) ≥ minθ∗ L(θ∗) to obtain the result
min
n∈[1,N+1]
‖g(θn)‖2 ≤ 2DL + Lσ
2∑N
n=1 γ
2
n
(1− δ)∑Nn=1 γn , (B.23)
where DL = L(θ1)−minθ∗ L(θ∗).
If we use a constant stepsize γn = γ for all n ∈ [1, N ], then the optimal stepsize for N steps of SGD is
γ =
√
2DL
NLσ2
which achieves min
n∈[1,N+1]
‖g(θn)‖2 ≤ 11− δ ·
√
8DLLσ2
N
. (B.24)
If instead a decaying O(n−1/2) stepsize is used, then the numerator of Eq. (B.23) grows as a harmonic series
O(∑n n−1) = O(logn), while the denominator grows O(∑n n−1/2) = O(n1/2). Therefore the overall rate is
O(n−1/2 logn).
B.3 Comparison of Bounds to [Chen and Luss, 2018]
In Section 3.3 for Theorem 2, we assume the relative bias is bounded, that is ‖E [gˆ(θ)]− g(θ)‖ ≤ δ‖g(θ)‖ for all θ
(Eq. (11)). Chen and Luss [2018] prove similar results to Theorem 2, where they assume the relative error of each
gradient is bounded in high probability, that is there exists δ,  > 0 such that
Pr(‖gˆ(θ)− g(θ)‖ ≤ δ‖g(θ)‖) > 1−  , for all θ . (B.25)
Although Markov’s inequality implies that if the relative bias is bounded by δ · , when Eq. (B.25) holds for δ, ,
their non-convex optimization results only hold in high probability rather than uniformly. A key drawback of their
results, is that the relative error must be bounded in high probability for all steps of SGD (gˆ1:N ); therefore the
required  for each step depends on the total number of SGD steps during training [see Chen and Luss, 2018, Eq.(7)
and Theorem 5]. Specifically, Chen and Luss [2018] observe that the probability the relative error is controlled for
all N steps is bounded by 1− total ≤ (1− )N under the additional assumption that the noise in gˆ(θ) is independent.
For their results to hold with probability 1− total after N steps, each gradient must have a relative error bound
with  ≤ 1− (1− total)1/N . Chen and Luss [2018] achieve this by restricting  ≤ total/N . Our result assumes the
relative error is bounded in expectation, which sides steps this issue. However our results are not as robust in the
sense that they do not hold if the noise in gˆ(θ) does not have an expected value (e.g. if gˆ(θ)− g(θ) is Cauchy).
C Additional Experiments
This section provides additional tables and figures for the experiments in Section 5 as well as results on time series
prediction with temporal point processes.
In our experiments, we selected the stepsize γ for SGD by performing a grid search over powers of 10 and selected
the largest stepsize that did not diverge for fixed TBPTT (with K = 15 for the synthetic tasks, K = 100 for the
language modeling tasks, and K = 6 for the temporal point process tasks). We also consider adaptive and decaying
stepsizes (specifically ADADELTA, SGD with Momentum, and epoch-wise stepsize decay); however, we did not see
a significant difference in results.
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C.1 Synthetic ‘Copy’ Experiment
Figure C.1 shows the validation PPL for the two experiments in Section 5.1. The left pair of figures show the
validation PPL while the right pair shows the cumulative minimum (i.e. the ‘best’) validation PPL. The test PPL
plots in Figure 1 are piecewise constant evaluated using these ‘best’ validation PPL parameters. The top row
corresponds to the fixed-memory m = 10 copy experiment, and we see the loss decays relatively smoothly. The
bottom row corresponds to the variable-memory m ∈ [5, 10] copy experiment, and we see heavy oscillation in the
validation error as it decays.Table C.1 is a table of the test PPL results evaluated at the ‘best’ validation PPL.
This table provides the numeric values of the ‘best’ PPL values for Figures 1 and C.1. We see that the adaptive
TBPTT perform as well as or outperform the best fixed K TBPTT.
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Figure C.1: Synthetic Copy Supplement: (left) Valid PPL vs epoch, (right) ‘Best’ Valid PPL vs epoch (Top) fixed
m = 10, (bottom) variable m ∈ [5, 10]. Solid dark lines are our adaptive TBPTT methods, dashed colored lines are
fixed TBPTT baselines.
Table C.1: Table of PPL for Synthetic Copy Experiments: (left) fixed m = 10, (right) variable m ∈ [5, 10]. ‘Valid
PPL’ is the best validation set PPL. ‘Test PPL’ is the test set PPL at parameters of the best validation set PPL.
Standard deviation over multiple initializations are in parentheses.
Fixed Copy m = 10
K Valid PPL Test PPL
5 1.655 (0.012) 1.646 (0.012)
10 1.035 (0.007) 1.036 (0.005)
15 1.038 (0.005) 1.039 (0.003)
20 1.045 (0.009) 1.040 (0.006)
30 1.044 (0.007) 1.043 (0.004)
δ = 0.9 1.018 (0.005) 1.022 (0.006)
δ = 0.5 1.024 (0.003) 1.027 (0.002)
δ = 0.1 1.029 (0.004) 1.030 (0.005)
Variable Copy m ∈ [5, 10]
K Valid PPL Test PPL
5 1.46 (0.01) 1.47 (0.01)
10 1.41 (0.02) 1.39 (0.02)
15 1.39 (0.03) 1.37 (0.03)
20 1.39 (0.03) 1.35 (0.03)
30 1.33 (0.02) 1.31 (0.01)
δ = 0.9 1.37 (0.02) 1.35 (0.02)
δ = 0.5 1.33 (0.01) 1.32 (0.02)
δ = 0.1 1.31 (0.01) 1.29 (0.01)
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C.2 Language Modeling Experiment
Figure C.2 shows the validation PPL for the two language modeling experiments in Section 5.2. The left pair of
figures show the validation PPL while the right pair shows the cumulative minimum (i.e. the ‘best’) validation
PPL. The top row corresponds to the PTB experiment. We see that fixed TBPTT with small K quickly begins
to over-fit (as the validation PPL increases). With larger K, fixed TBPTT achieves lower validation (and test)
PPL, but requires more epochs. We see that the adaptive TBPTT with δ = 0.1, achieves a better PPL much
more rapidly. The bottom row corresponds to Wiki2 experiment, where we see that the adaptive TBPTT and
best fixed TBPTT method perform similarly. Table C.2 is a table of the test PPL results evaluated at the ‘best’
validation PPL. This table provides the numeric values of the ‘best’ PPL values for Figures 2 and C.2. We see that
the adaptive TBPTT perform as well as or outperform the best fixed K TBPTT.
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Figure C.2: Language Modeling Supplement: (left) Valid PPL vs epoch, (right) ‘Best’ Valid PPL vs epoch. (Top)
PTB, (bottom) Wiki2. Solid dark lines are our adaptive TBPTT methods, dashed colored lines are fixed TBPTT
baselines.
Table C.2: Table of PPL for Language Modeling experiments: (left) PTB, (right) Wiki2. ‘Valid PPL’ is the best
validation set PPL. ‘Test PPL’ is the test set PPL at parameters of the best validation set PPL. Standard deviation
over multiple initializations are in parentheses.
PTB
K Valid PPL Test PPL
10 99.7 (0.6) 99.9 (0.8)
50 110.4 (0.4) 110.8 (0.8)
100 116.2 (0.5) 116.9 (0.5)
200 125.2 (1.2) 126.1 (0.9)
300 161.5 (0.5) 161.2 (0.3)
δ = 0.9 100.1 (0.5) 99.0 (0.5)
δ = 0.5 90.1 (0.4) 89.5 (0.3)
δ = 0.1 88.1 (0.2) 87.2 (0.2)
Wiki2
K Valid PPL Test PPL
10 144.2 (0.4) 136.5 (1.3)
50 133.4 (2.9) 127.2 (2.8)
100 134.4 (0.3) 127.8 (0.5)
200 130.3 (1.1) 124.6 (0.7)
300 129.6 (1.4) 124.0 (2.2)
δ = 0.9 130.0 (1.3) 124.1 (2.2)
δ = 0.5 127.2 (0.7) 121.7 (0.6)
δ = 0.1 127.5 (0.6) 121.9 (1.2)
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C.3 Temporal Point Process Estimation
We now consider applying our adaptive TBPTT scheme to optimizing neural networks for temporal point prediction
as in [Du et al., 2016]. Given a sequence {(yi, ti)Ni=1} of categorical observations yi ∈ Y and observation times
ti ∈ R , the task consider by [Du et al., 2016] is to predict (yi, ti) given (yj , tj)j<i. Following [Du et al., 2016], we
model the sequence using an RNN, with input embedding layers for yi−1 and ti−1, and two output prediction layers:
one for yi and another for λ(t) the conditional temporal point process intensity. The loss now consists of two terms,
which define the negative log-likelihood (NLL) for a temporal point process: (i) cross entropy loss for yi and (ii) a
temporal point process loss for λ(ti) given by Eq.(12) in [Du et al., 2016]. [Du et al., 2016] also evaluate the neural
network model by measuring the zero-one loss of the predicted observation yˆi to yi and the root mean-squared
error (RMSE) of the mean predicted observation time tˆi = E [ti|λ(t)] to ti.
We fit such a model using a two-layer LSTM to the ‘Book Order’ financial data used in [Du et al., 2016]. For the
input layers, we use an embedding of size 128 for the two state categorical observations y and a two dimensional
encoding of ti (i.e. [ti − ti−1, ti]). For the two-layer LSTM, we use a hidden and cell state dimension of size 128.
And the output layer dimensions follow [Du et al., 2016]. For training, we use a batchsize of S = 64 and a fixed
learning rate of γ = 0.1 for SGD. We compare gradients from fixed TBPTT K ∈ [3, 6, 9, 15, 21] and our adaptive
TBPTT method δ ∈ [0.9, 0.5, 0.1]. We set W = 200, K0 = 6 and [Kmin,Kmax] = [1, 100] for Algorithm 1.
The ‘Book Order’ dataset consists of the high-frequency financial transactions from the NYSE for a stock in one
day. It consists of 0.7 million transactions records (in milliseconds) and the possible actions Y are ‘to buy’ or ‘to
sell’. We use the train-test split of [Du et al., 2016] and split their test set in half to form a validation set.
The results of our experiment in Figures C.3 and C.4 and Table C.3. From Figure C.3(bottom center-right and
bottom right) we see that the adaptive methods control for bias, by slowly increasing K. From Figure C.3(top
right) and Table C.3, we find that adaptive TBPTT methods achieve the best test set NLL. We also see from
Figure C.3(bottom left and bottom center-left) and Table C.3 that fixed TBPTT K = 3 performs better at
predicting yi at the cost of increased error in predicting ti. Similarly, fixed TBPTT K = 15 and K = 21 are better
at predicting ti, but poorer at predicting yi.
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Figure C.3: Book Order Experiment. Top row: (left) Test NLL. (center) truncation length κˆ(δ, θn), (right) relative
bias δˆ(K). Bottom row: (left) Test RMSE for t, (right) Test 01-Error for y. Solid dark lines are our adaptive
TBPTT methods, dashed colored lines are fixed TBPTT baselines.
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Table C.3: Table of metrics for Book Order experiment. Test metrics are evaluated at the parameters of the best
valdiation set NLL. Standard deviation over multiple initializations are in parentheses.
K Valid NLL Test NLL RMSE(t) 10−3 01-Loss(y)
3 -4.983 (0.013) -4.694 (0.015) 3.9705 (0.0016) 0.3827 (0.0003)
6 -4.905 (0.006) -4.716 (0.006) 3.9691 (0.0007) 0.3959 (0.0009)
9 -4.898 (0.005) -4.732 (0.005) 3.9634 (0.0003) 0.3944 (0.0011)
15 -4.875 (0.007) -4.734 (0.004) 3.9619 (0.0011) 0.3971 (0.0010)
21 -4.831 (0.026) -4.719 (0.019) 3.9622 (0.0001) 0.4316 (0.0336)
δ = 0.9 -4.930 (0.016) -4.745 (0.009) 3.9641 (0.0007) 0.3932 (0.0006)
δ = 0.5 -4.890 (0.003) -4.733 (0.013) 3.9662 (0.0043) 0.3953 (0.0002)
δ = 0.1 -4.867 (0.001) -4.739 (0.002) 3.9634 (0.0003) 0.3954 (0.0001)
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Figure C.4: Book Order Experiment: (left) Valid NLL, (right) ‘Best’ Valid NLL. Solid dark lines are our adaptive
TBPTT methods, dashed colored lines are fixed TBPTT baselines.
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